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It is proved that a partial Mendelsohn Triple system on m symbols can be embedded in a 
Mendelsohn Triple System on t symbols for all admissible t ~> 4m, where if t is even then 
m~>14. 
1. Introduction 
In 1971, Lindner [6] showed that a partial Mendelsohn Triple System on n 
symbols can be embedded in a Mendelsohn Triple System on t symbols for some 
t ~< 22n. In 1976, Lindner and Cruse [7] reduced the size of the embedding to 12n 
and in fact obtained an embedding for all admissible t I> 12n. In view of the 
solution of the 2n + 1 partial idempotent embedding problem [3] in 1982, the 
Lindner and Cruse embedding can be reduced to admissible values of t >t 6n + 3. 
The best possible and most likely solution to this problem would be to obtain 
embeddings for all admissible t i> 2n + 1. In this paper the lower bound on t is 
reduced to admissible values of t t> 4n. The techniques used to obtain this result 
are generalizations of those developed by Andersen, Hilton, E. Mendelsohn and 
Rodger in solving two different problems ([2, 3, 9]). 
2. Definitions 
A partial Mendelsohn Triple System of order n is a set of n elements together 
with a set of ordered triples (cyclic triples) of elements of this set which has the 
property that each ordered pair of elements i in at most one cyclic triple; a cyclic 
triple (a, b, c) is defined to contain the ordered pairs (a, b) (b, c) and (c, a). It is 
a Mendelsohn Triple System of order n (MTS(n)) if each ordered pair is in exactly 
one cyclic triple. 
E(G)(A(G)) is defined to be the set of edges (arcs) of the (directed) graph G. 
A cyclic triangle in a directed graph is a set of arcs {(i, j), (j, k), (k, i)}. An 
edge-colouring of a graph is equalized if for each pair of colours i and j, 
Ici- cjl ~< 1, where ci is the number of edges coloured i. A proper directed 
edge-colouring of a directed graph is a colouring of the arcs so that for each 
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vertex v, no two ares directed in to v and no two ares directed out of v receive 
the same eolour. The graph theoretical terminology used follows Bondy and 
Murty [51. 
A quasi latin square of order n on the symbols 1, 2 , . . . ,  t is an n × n array in 
which each off-diagonal cell contains at most one symbol and each diagonal cell 
contains ome, or possibly no ordered pairs such that each row (column) contains 
each symbol exactly once in either an off-diagonal cell or as the first (second) 
coordinate in an ordered pair in the diagonal cell; a partial quasi latin square is 
defined by replacing "exactly once" by "at most once" in the preceding 
definition. A symbol is said to occur in a row (column) of a partial quasi latin 
square if it occurs in an off-diagonal cell in that row (column) or if it is the first 
(second) coordinate of an ordered pair in that row (column). The number of rows 
(columns) that contain symbol j in a partial quasi latin square P is denoted by 
Ne, I(])(Np,2(j)); the subscript P in this definition and others throughout the text 
may be omitted if no confusion would then arise. 
Let P be a partial quasi latin square of order n on the symbols 1 , . . . ,  t in 
which no ordered pair occurs more than once and let B be the set of ordered pairs 
in P. Let A be a set of ordered pairs disjoint from B. Then P is (A, O-filled if: 
(1) Each row and each column contains i symbols, and 
(2) Each symbol is the first coordinate as many times as it is the second 
coordinate among the ordered pairs in A t.J B. 
If A is empty, then we say that P is i-filled. For example, a quasi latin square on t 
symbols is t-filled. Also notice that an/-filled partial quasi latin square P satisfies 
Np,~(j)=Np,2(]), for l<~j<-t. (1) 
(el. also Fig. 1.) 
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Fig. I. A 4-filled partial quasi latin square of order 5 on the symbols I . . . . .  9. 
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3. ]Preliminary results 
Lemma 1 ([8, 10]). I f  a graph can be properly edge-coloured with x colours, then 
it can be given a proper equalized edge-colouring with x colours. 
Lemma 2. A directed graph D with max{A +, A-  } = x can be given an equalized 
proper directed edge-colouring with x colours. 
Proof. Let D be a directed graph with vertex set {1 , . . . ,  n}. Define a bipartite 
graph G on the vertex sets {1 , . . . ,  n} and {1 ' , . . . ,  n'} by joining i to ]' iff D 
contains an arc (i, ]). Then A(G)= x. A proper equalized edge-colouring of G 
induces an equalized proper directed edge-colouring of D. [] 
Lemma 3. Let D be a directed graph on n vertices that contains no cyclic triangles. 
Then Ia(D)l ½n 2. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. Clearly the result is true if n = 1. 
Suppose if D is a directed graph containing no cyclic triangles and IV(D)I ~< 
r -  1, then [A(D)[ ~< ½ IV(D)[ 2. 
Let D be a directed graph on r vertices containing no cyclic triangle. If the 
underlying graph is simple then the result follows from Turan's theorem. 
Otherwise let x, y be vertices where (x, y) and (y, x) are arcs of D. The number 
of arcs incident with x or y is at most 2(r - 2) + 2 and by induction, the number of 
arcs incident with neither x nor y is at most ½(r - 2) 2. I1 
Lemma 4. An (m - 1)-filled partial quasi latin square P of order m on the symbols 
1, . . . ,  t can be embedded in a quasi latin square Q of order t + 1 on the symbols 
1 , . . . ,  t in which the only ordered pairs are those occurring in P iff 
Ne, l ( j )>-2m-t -1 ,  for l<-]<~t. 
Remmt~. Notice that the diagonal cells outside P in Q are empty and all 
off-diagonal cells outside P in Q contain exactly one symbol. 
Proof. The necessity follows using standard arguments for proving Ryser-type 
conditions. 
To prove the sufficiency, let G be a bipartite graph on the vertex sets 
{Pl, - • •, Pro} and {1 , . . . ,  t} formed by joining Pi to j iff the symbol ] does not 
occur in row i of P. Since P is (m - 1)-filled, do(pi) = t "m + 1 (1 ~< i ~< m) and 
de(j) = m - Ne, l(]) ~< t - m + 1 (1 ~<] ~< t). Properly edge-colour G with colours 
m + 1 , . . . ,  t + 1 and place j in cell (i, k) iff the edge (p, ]) is coloured k. In the 
resulting array P',  each row contains each symbol exactly once. 
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Form a bipartite graph G' on the vertex sets {cl , . .  •, c,+1} and {0 , . . . ,  t} by 
joining ci to j (1 ~<j ~< t) iff symbol j does not occur in column i of P'  and joining 0 
to ci, m+ l<~i<<-t+ 1. Since P is (m-  1)-filled, by (1) Ne,2(j)=Ne,~(j), so j 
occurs in exactly m columns of P'. Therefore dc, ( j )= t -  m + 1, dc,(O)= t -  
m + 1 and dc,(ci) = t - m + 1. Properly edge-colour G' with colours m + 
1, . . . ,  t + 1, naming the colours so that the edge (0, ci) is coloured i (n + 1 ~< i ~< 
t + 1). Place symbol j in cell (i, k) iff the edge (ci, j) in G' is coloured k to 
produce the required quasi latin square. Q. [] 
Let re(i) be the number of cyclic triples that contain symbol i in a partial 
MTS(n). A partial MTS(n),P is equitable if for each i and j, 1 ~< i < j  ~< n, 
I re( i )  - re ( j ) [  ~< 1. 
Let /z~(n) be the maximum number of cyclic triples that can be defined on n 
symbols. We obtain two results, the first of which is well known. 
Lemma 5. /~M(n) = [~n(n - 1)J, n =/=6. 
Lemma 6. For non-negative integers n and v, where 1 ~ v ~ It~(n) there exists an 
equitable partial MTS(n) containing v cyclic triples. 
Proof. Let P be a partial MTS(n) containing v triples. 
If Ire(i) - re(j)l ~< 1 for 1 <- i < j  ~ n, then the result is proved. 
Otherwise let i and j be chosen so that Ire(i) - re(j)l is a maximum (i>2). Form 
a bipartite graph G on the vertex sets { 1 , . . . ,  n } / {i, j} and { 1 ' , . . . ,  n' } / {i', j '  } 
by joining y to z' iff (i, y, z) or (j, y, z) is a cyclic triple of P. Then A(G) <~ 2. 
Give G a proper equalized edge-colouring with colours i and j. Replace the 
triples in P containing i or j but not both with the triples (x, y, z) for all edges 
(y, z') of G coloured with x. 
In the resulting partial MTS(n),P', 
Ire,(Y) - re,(Z)l ~< Ire(Y) - re(z)l, 
with strict inequality if y = i and z =j. Repetition of this process yields the 
required result. [] 
4. m --> t embedding: t I> 4m + 1, t odd 
Let P be a partial MTS(n). Define Ge to be the digraph formed on the vertex 
set {1 , . . .  n} by joining i to j iff the ordered pair (i, j) occurs in no cyclic triple of 
P. Clearly 1 <~i<~n, so A+(Ge)=A- (Ge) .  
ql~eorem 7. Let P be a partial MTS(n) where 2n + 1 is admissible. Let 
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A+(Ge)<[½n] and [A(Ge)I<~3#M([½n]). Then P can be embedded in a 
MTS(2n + 1). 
Proof. Give Ge an equalized proper directed edge-colouring with the [½n] 
colours 1 , . . . ,  [in] ; for 1 <~ i < j  <~ [in] assume that colour i occurs on at least as 
many edges as colour j. 
Form a partial quasi latin square Q of order [in] on the symbols 1 , . . . ,  n by 
placing the ordered pair (y, x) in cell (z, z) of Q iff arc (x, y) of Ge is coloured z. 
Clearly Q satisfies property 2 of an ([½n] - D-filled partial quasi latin square. 
Let R be an equalized partial MTS([ in]) with ~ IA(Ge)I cyclic triples on the 
symbols 1 , . . . ,  [½n] and assume that for 1 <.i<]<. [½n], rR(i)>-rR(]); notice 
that since 2n + 1 is admissible, 3 divides n or n -  1 and so 3 divides IA(Ge)I. 
Clearly IA(GR)I = IA(Ge)I, so the number of ordered pairs in cell (z, z) of Q is 
rR(z). Therefore some off-diagonal cells of Q can be filled, each with one of the 
symbols 1 , . . . ,  n (no further ordered pairs are added) until: 
(1) a is ([ in] - 1)-filled, and 
(2) Cell (x, y), x :/:y of Q is empty iff (x, y) occurs in a cyclic triple in R. 
By Lemma 4, embed Q in a quasi latin square of order n + 1 on the symbols 
1 , . . . ,n .  
Let S be the cyclic triple system defined by the union of the following sets of 
triples: 
(1) The set of cyclic triples in P; 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Then 
, . • • 
{(n + x, n + y, n + z) l (x, y, z) is a cyclic triple in R}; 
((x, y, n + z) I (Y, x) is an ordered pair in cell (z, z) of Q}, and 
{(n + x, n + y, z) lz occurs in cell (x, y) of Q}. 
it can easily be checked to show that S is a MTS(2n + 1) on the symbols 
,2n + 1, so P is embedded as required. [] 
Lemma 8. Let P be a partial MTS(m), m >>- 4 and let n >I 2m. Then either P can be 
embedded in a partial MTS(n),S, where 
(i) A+(Gs) < [½n], 
(ii) Ia(Gs)l ~<3#m([in]), 
or P can be embedded in a MTS([in] - 1). 
ProoL Let q = LinJ. Add symbols m + 1 , . . . ,  q to P and cyclic triples to embed 
e in a maximal partial MTS(q), Q. Then by Lemma 3, IA(GQ)I ~< iq 2. Also, if 
m = q = 4, then it is easy to see that Q can be embedded in S as required. 
If n is odd, then add q + 1 symbols q + 1 , . . . ,  n to Q. Let R be a latin square 
of order q + 1 on the symbols 1 , . . . ,  q + 1 with symbol q + 1 in all diagonal 
cells. Add the cyclic triple (q + i, q +j ,  k), i ~ j  to Q iff cell (i, j) of R contains 
symbol k, to form the partial MTS(n),& Then 
zX+(Gs)  = q - 1 < r in ] ,  
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and 
IA(Gs)I = IA(Go)I ~< ½q2~< 3/tM(q + 1). 
If n is even, then add q symbols q + 1 , . . . ,  n to Q. Let R be an idempotent latin 
square of order q (note that q ~> in > 2) on the symbols 1 , . . . ,  q. Add the cyclic 
triple (q + i, q +], k) (i #:]) to Q iff cell (i, ]) of R contains ymbol k, to form a 
partial MTS(n),S. Then 
A+(Gs) = 
with equality iff Q 
Ia(Gs)l = for q ~> 7. 
Also, if q = 5, then Q (being maximal) contains at least 4 cyclic triples, so 
[A(Gs)I <~ 8 + 2q = 3#M(q). The case when q = 6 can be easily handled. [] 
A+(Go) + l<~q= [½n], 
is a MTS([½n] - 1) and 
IA(Go) I + 2q ~< ½q2 ÷ 2q <~ 3#~(q), 
"I'neorem 9. Let  P be partial MTS(m) and let t >I 4m + 1, t =- 1 or 3 (mod 6). Then 
P can be embedded in a MTS(t). 
Proof. This is a corollary of Theorem 7 and Lemma 8. [] 
5. m-*  t embedding: t >~ 4m, t even 
When t is even, the embedding process becomes a lot more complicated. The 
reason for this is that an analogue of Lemma 4 is used in which each diagonal cell 
outside P contains one ordered pair instead of being empty. This introduces the 
difficulties involved in partial idempotent latin square embeddings where the 
arrangement of symbols within the square can determine whether or not the 
embedding exists (see [4, 9]). In the following section, it will help to notice that 
the proof is essentially following the steps taken in proving Theorem 7 with 
Lemma 10 being used in place of Lemma. 4. The restriction that m ~> 14 in 
Theorem 11 is not a limitation of the technique, but is introduced to avoid many 
special cases. 
I~mma 10. Let U be an (,4, q)-filled partial quasi latin square of order q on the 
symbols 1 , . . . ,  r, where 
(i) Ia[ = r - q, 
(ii) {(1, q + 1), (q + 1, 1)} _cA, and 
(iii) A row (or column), say the first, of  U contains neither symbol I nor symbol 
q+l .  
Suppose a row q + 1 and two columns q + 1 and q + 2 can be added to U to form 
the array W that retains the latin property and in which 
(iv) Cells (q + 1, q + 1), (q + 1, q + 2), (1, q + 1) and (1,q + 2)contain sym- 
bols 1, q + 1, q + 1 and I respectively, 
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(v) All  other cells o f  W outside U contain exactly one symbol, and 
(vi) Nw, I(j) >t 2q + 3 - r + a2(j), 
where ai(j) is the number of  times symbol j occurs as the ith coordinate of  an 
ordered pair in A/{(1, q + 1), (q + 1, 1)}. Then U can be embedded in a quasi 
latin square X of  order r on the symbols 1 , . . . ,  r in which the ordered pairs of  A 
are distributed among the diagonal cells o f  X outside U. 
Proof. The proof is a slight variation on the proof of Theorem 1 in [3], conditions 
(ii)-(vi) being introduced to avoid proving the lemma in [3]. The variation comes 
mainly in proving an analogue of Theorem 2 in [3] (see [1, Theorem 3.2]), as we 
require ordered pairs to occur in the diagonal cells, rather than symbols. The 
details are left to the reader, though the following remarks may be of 
assistance. [] 
Remarks. (1) Since an (A, /)-filled partial 
al(j) = N2(/) + a2(j), condition (vi) above is 
(vi)' Nw.2(j) >~ 2q + 3 - r + at(j). 
quasi latin square satisfies NI( j )+ 
equivalent to 
(2) The number or rows and columns that each symbol j is missing from in W is 
q + 1 - Nw, l(j) ~< r - q - 2 - a 2 and q + 2 - Nw, E(j) <~ r - q - 1 - al respectively; 
so, in proving the analogue of [1, Theorem 3.2], when forming the graph G, join 
Pd to a} and ca to ~'  with a2(j) and as(j) edges respectively. 
Theorem U.  Let P be a partial MTS(m) and let t >I 4m, t =- 0 or 4 (mod 6) and 
m ~> 14. Then P can be embedded in a MTS(t). 
ProoL Let q = [14tJ. Add symbols m + 1 , . . . ,  q to P and cyclic triples to form a 
maximal partial MTS(q), Q. We shall assume that rQ(i) <~ rQ(j) for 1 ~< i < j  <~ q. 
If t - -0  (rood 4) (so q = 14t) then form a partial MTS(½t),S by adding symbols 
q + 1 , . . . ,  ½t to Q and for 1 ~< i, j ~< q, i ~ j  by adding the cyclic triple (q + i, q + 
j, k), where k is the (i, j)th entry of an idempotent latin square of order q on the 
symbols 1 , . . . ,  q. Then Gs consists of GQ together with the arcs (i, q + i) and 
(q + i, i) for l <-i <-q. Let 
B = ((i, q + i) 11 ~< [½ql) u ((q + i, i) 11 <~ [½qJ), 
so IBI = q. Let G' s be formed from Gs by removing the arcs corresponding to the 
ordered pairs in B. Then 
and 
A+(G's)= A-(G's)<.q- I, 
q ~< IA(G~)I <<- ½qZ + q << #u(q), for q >I 4, 
d~.s(i)- d~s(i)=O, forq+l<~i<~q+[½q],  
d~.s(i)<-d~s(i)= 1, for q + [½q] ~<i<~2q. 
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If t - 2 (rood 4), then ½t = 2q + 1. Let R be a latin square of order q + 1 on the 
symbols 0, . . . ,  q in which 0 occurs in each diagonal cell, 1 occurs on cells (1, 2) 
and (2, 1) and i occurs in cells (i, i + 1) for 3 ~< i ~< q-  1. (R can be formed as 
follows: if q + 1 is even then remove the symbols in the diagonal cells of the latin 
square L of order q on the symbols 1 , . . . ,  q where cell (i, j) contains symbol 
½(i +j )  (mod q), placing 0 in the diagonal cells, using the transversal removed to 
add an extra row and column and renaming symbols as necessary; if q + 1 is odd, 
R is formed similarly using two transversals of L (now of order q - 1) to add two 
further rows and columns). For a partial MTS(½t)S by adding symbols q + 
1, . . . ,  ½t to Q and for 1 ~< i, j ~< q + 1, i :/:j except if 
(i) i=2and j= lor i f i= land j=2,  
(ii) / is odd and i + 1 = j  for 3~<i~<2[~(q + 1)] -3 ,  or 
(iii) / is even and i + l= j  for 6<~i<-2[~(q-[A(GQ)[)] +4,
by adding the cyclic triple (q + i, q + j, k), where symbol k occurs in cell (i, j) of 
R. Then Gs consists of GQ together with the cyclic triangles (q + i, q +j, k), 
where (i, j) is a cell of R defined in (i), (ii) or (iii) above. Let B be a set of q + 1 
of the 3 [~(q + 1)] ordered pairs contained in the cyclic triples (q + i, q + j, k) for 
each i, j, k where (i, j) is a cell of R defined in (i) or (ii) above and contains 
symbol k; exclude 3 [~(q + 1)] - (q + 1) of the ordered pairs containing q + 3. Let 
G" be formed from Gs by deleting the arcs corresponding to the ordered pairs in 
B. Then 
a+(G's)= A-(G's)<~q-1, 
q ~< [A(G~)[ ~< ½q2 + 2 ~< ~uM(q), 
d3.~(i)~<l and + " d6~(t) ~< 1, q+3~<i~<2q+l  
and 
d~s(i)=d~s(i)=O, fo rq+l~<i~<q+2.  
In any case, let A = {(L i) [ (i, j) e B}. Then each symbol occurs at most once 
as a first coordinate and at most once as a second coordinate among the ordered 
pairs in A, and {(1, q + 1), (q + 1, 1)} c_ A. Give G~ a proper equalized irected 
edge-coloudng with q colours 1 , . . . ,  q, colour i occuring at least as many times 
as colour j for i < j, and place the ordered pair (j, i) in cell (k, k) of a q x q array 
U iff edge (i,j) of G~ is coloured k; since d~(1)~<q-  1, 1 is missing from at 
least one row of U, say the first. Also, since IA(G~)[ > q, each diagonal cell of U 
contains at least one ordered pair. (We shall eventually buld U into a (q, A)-filled 
partial quasi latin square of order q on the symbols 1 , . . . ,  ½t.) 
1 r Let V be an equitable partial MTS(q) containing 3(IA(Gs)[- q) cyclic triples 
(since t -  0 or 4 (mod 6), [A(G~)[-q is divisible by 3) with rv(i)>>-rv(j) for all 
i <j.  Throughout what follows, if (i, j) is an ordered pair contained in a cyclic 
triple in V then cell (i, j) of U will remain empty; all other empty cells are to be 
filled with one symbol as follows. 
Since G~ received an equalized proper directed edge-colouring, the difference 
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between the number of cells to be filled in rows (columns) i and j (i < j) is at most 
one. Also, the number of cells to be filled is q2_  [A(G's)I, so each row and each 
column has at least (q2_  [A(G's)l)/(t- 2)/> ½q-  1 (for q t> 11) cells yet to be 
filled (recall cells corresponding to edges in Gv are never filled). Place symbols 
from {2 , . . . ,  ½t}/{q + 1} in the ceils still to be filled in row 1 of U, making sure 
that if 2 ~< i ~< [½q] and i does not yet occur in a row and a column of U then i is 
placed in row 1 (this is possible since at least ½q - 1 cells are to be filled and since 
des(i) >~ des(j) for 1 ~< i < j  ~< q). Place symbol q + 1 and, if necessary, 1 in cells 
so that a row and a column, say the last in each case, each contain both q + 1 and 
1 and so that I occurs in at least two rows and columns, say the last two, but 
never using the first row; this requires filling at most three cells with I and two 
cells with q + 1. Form a bipartite graph C on the vertex sets {1 , . . . ,  q} and 
{1 ' , . . . ,  q'} by joining i to ] '  iff cell (i, j )  of U is still to be filled or was filled in 
row one with a symbol k, k ~>q + 2. Then dc(i)= dc(i')~< q-  1 and IE(C)l t> 
q2_  IA(G~)l - 5 - (q - 1). Give C an equalized proper edge-colouring with 
colours q + 2 , . . . ,  ½t, naming the colours so that if k i> q + 2 and k occurs in cell 
(1, j) of U then edge (1, j ' )  is coloured k. Place symbol k in cell (i, j)  of U iff edge 
(i, j) of C is coloured k and k does not already occur in row i or column j of U. 
Since at least [E(C)[/( [14t] - 1) I> ½q - 2 i> 5 (for q >~ 14) edges of C are coloured i 
for q + 2 ~< i ~< ½t and since k occurs in at most 2 ordered pairs in U, symbol k now 
occurs in at least four rows and four columns of U. 
Finally, any cells still to be filled in U can be filled one by one, for at most 
2q - 2 symbols occur in the row and column containing an empty cell that has yet 
to be filled. 
U is an (A, q)-filled partial quasi latin square with {(1, q + 1), (q + 1, 1)} _ A, 
IAI = ½t - q with each symbol occurring at most once as a first (second) coordinate 
of an ordered pair in A. If i occurs in an ordered pair in A, then Nv, l(i) >~ 1 and 
NtL2(i) >~ 1. For q + 2 <~ i <<- ½t, Nv, l(i) ~> 4 and Ntj,2(i) 1> 4. Symbols 1 and q + 1 
are missing from row one of U, both occur in the last row and the last column of 
U and 1 occurs in the last two rows and columns. So U satisfies conditions (i), (ii) 
and (iii) of Lemma 10 with r = ½t. 
It is easy to see that a row q + 1 and two columns q + 1 and q + 2 can be added 
to U and filled so that the resulting array W satisfies conditions (iv), (v) and (vi) 
of Lemma 10, with r = ½t. Symbols 2 , . . . ,  q can be placed one by one in the cells 
added to U, using the cells in rows and columns q and q - 1 last, to satisfy (vi) of 
Lemma 10 and since 1 and q + 1 both occur in rows and columns q, q + 1 and 
q + 2 and 1 also occurs in row and column q - 1, all remaining cells can then be 
filled. Clearly symbols 1 and q + 1 , . . . ,  ½t satisfy (vi), so by Lemma 10, U can be 
embedded in a quasi latin square of order ½t on the symbols 1 , . . . ,  ½t in which 
(j, i) occurs in a diagonal cell iff (i, ]) is an edge in Gs and cell (i, j )  is empty iff 
(i, j)  is an ordered pair contained in a cyclic triple in V. 
Then P can be embedded in an MTS(t) as described in Theorem 7. [] 
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